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ABSTRAcr

   We have measured the mass distribution of the diiepten production in proton-
nucleus collision.

   The electroR pair productions in the ceilision of protons witli a Be target were
measured at the incident momentum of 13 GeV/c. The measurement was perÅíormed
in the region of eiectron palr mass between O.3 and a.3 GeV, and of nearly y==O in the
centre of mass system of the incident proton and a single nucleon in the target nucleus.
   We have observed a large yield of electron pairs in the ]ow mass region, exceeding a
simple extrapolation of the Drell-Yan prediction. The results are aiso compared with
some theoretical models proposed to explain the dilepton production in the low mass
region, and the related discussions are given.

I. Intredlletion

    The subject of this paper is the study of lepton pair production at low pair mass
in proton-nucleus collisions.

    The experiments were performed at the National Laboratory for High Energy
Physics (KEK), the reactions studied are

          p+Be ----- e"em+X (I-1),
          p+Be --> e'+X (I-2).
The momentum of incident proton was 13 GeV/c for the reaction (I-l), and 8, 9 and
13 GeVlc for the reaction (I-2). These experifnents were performed at the slow-
extracted beam line of the KEK proton synchrotron with a double arm spectrometer.
In this report we describe the result of the experiment for the reaction (I-1). The
results of the experiment for the reaction (I-2) wili be reported elsewhere.

    The study of lepton pair production in Åíhe hadron-hadron coliision gives the
useful information to probe the internal structure, especially the electromagnetic
structure of hadronsi).

    We probe the electromgagnetic structure of nucleons by stadying the dilepton con-
tinuum via a virtual photon production, as is shown in Fig. I-1-a. Tkis process is
analogous to the deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering (Fig. I-1-b), where the
virtual photon is spacelike2). However, the virtual photon of our case is timelike.
In the both cases, a known probe which is the photon is used to study the nucleon
electromagnetic structure. The lepton-photon vertex is totally understood by the
quantum eiectrodynamics (QED). It is then the photon-hadron vertex is the subject
to be explored here, Measurements of the hadronic vertex function give us the
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inforination about the nucleon structure. Another related process is the hadron
production in colliding e"e- beam experiments (see Fig. I-1--c) where the photon is
again timelike.

   There are many theoretical models to describe how a photon interacts with
hadrons. The quark-parton model as developed by Bjorken4) is the most studied
one among these models. The hadron consists of the pointlike constituents called
"partons". These partons interact with each other in the collision process. This
decomposition allows to calculate exactly the hadronic vertex in terms of QED.
This picture of hadrons can easily be shown to predict the Bjorken scaling low in deep
inelastic lepton nucleon scattering; that is, the cross sectien can be expressed with a

function of x=q2f2My (see Fig. I-1-b), instead of both c12 and v.

   Drell and Yan showed how massive lepton pairs could be produced in hadron-
hadron collisions using the parton model. Their model is shown in Fig. I-2. In
this model, the differential cross section can be expressed as the following,
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          dd.2day---g•83Z.?,2•\.22fii(xi)f"2i(x2) (I-3),

where m is the lepton pair inass, J; is the rapidity of virtual photon in the nucleori-
nucleon centre-of-mass system, fii andf-'2i are the parton and antiparton distributions

in nucleons, respectively, Z is a sum ever all the parton types, such as tdi, dd, sS,
                     i
ce,..., Zi is the charge of the ith parton type, and xi and x2 are the fractional momenta

ofparton and antiparton, respectively. A factor of 1/3 corresponds to Åíhe color degree
offreedom. Asxi=x2=:m/viTs in the case ofy==O, Eq. (I-3) is reduced to

           d2a 1          dmdy ,.,"m3f(MIVff) (I-4),
wlieresis the nucleon-nucleon c.m. energy squared. This cross section also exhibits
scaling with respect to the scaling variable Tur in2!s.

   The parton distribution function is known from the experiment of deep inelastic
lepton-fiucieon scattering; then, the antiparton distribLition can be determined from
the leptoii pair rnass spectruin in nucleon-nucleon scattering.
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   So far, many experifnents had been performed in the various regions of incident

proton momentum and of lepton pair mass for both e+e- and #"Lt- pro-
ductionsi)6)'-g)i4).

   The Drell-Yan prediction of the dilepton continuum is in good agreement with
the experiment in the high mass region (mk4GeV), as is shown in Fig. I-37). On
the contrary, in the low mass region (mS4 GeV) the yield of muoR pair is greater by
a factor of 5 to le than that of Drell-Yan predictioR, as is seen in Fig. I-48).

   Decays of vector mesons into lepton pairs and Dalitz decays from nyO and caO
cannot account for the observed yield of low mass pairs. A few theoretical models
were proposed to explain the copious production of low mass dilepton con-
tinuurnie)Ni3). For example, the idea proposed by Bjorken and WeisbergiO) is that
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the origin of this continuum is the annihilations of "wee" partofis and antipartons pro-

duced in the collision process. This "soft" partons and antipartons produced in the
collision process. This "soft" mechanism of lepton pair production is qulte similar
to those of mesons in hadron-hadroR cellisioRsii)i2).

   The lepton pair data at low mass are scanty, especially for electron pair pro-
ductiofii4); therefore, it is necessary to study this process systematically to clarify the

feature of this origin. This is the motivation of our experirnent to study the reaction
(I-1).

   There are also interestiikg features in the reaction (I-2). The copious productien
of (lirect sifigle leptons in hadron-hadron collisions at low pT was observed with
many experirnents.i) We are interested in the origin of direct single Iepton pro-
duction and the correlation between a copious productioit ef single Ieptons and a Iarge

yield of lepton pairs.

   This papers describes the expei-imental method and the data analysis for the
reaction (I-1). The results of anaiysis are compared with the theoretical models.

xx. ExperimentalMethod

A. General
   The experiment was performed at the slow-extracted beam line EP2-B of the
National Laboratory for Kigk Energy Pltysics (KEK). The overall view ofthe coufiter
experimental hall of KEK at the time of this experiment is shown in Fig. II-1.

   The 13-GeVlc protoRs extracted from the proton-synchrotron were directed to
the EP2 beam line tkrough a three-way beam splitting system. The external beam
EP2-B was theit focused onto a Be-target.
   The principle eiement of experimental apparatus was a double-arm spectrometer
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with two identical arms. Each arm consisted of an analysing magnet, multi-wire
                               vproportional chambers (MWPC), gas Cerenkov cotmters and a sampling shower
counter.

   Data were taken with a CAMAC system controlled by a NOVA-cemputer and
then dumped onto magnetic tapes (MT). These MT data were analysed at the KEK
central computer of HITAC-8800 by off-line.
   In order to reduce the singie coEmting rate of each arm and to achieve the coin-
cidence pair-trigger rate as high as possible, we had no detector in front of the magnet

and the target was enclosed in a helium box which extended to the front of the first
detector.

   The electron identification and hadron rejection was achieved by the use of two
               vthreshold-type gas Cerenkov counters aiid a sampling shower counter. This system
was capable to reject hadrons by a factor of about 105.i5> The time difference between
left and right arms was also measured to select the real electron-pair signais from
background of two arm accidental coincide-ce.
   The momeRta of the produced particies were determined by the trajectries in the
MWPC's and the field, strength of the mganet, and then the value of the invariant mass
of the electron-pair was calculated.

   In order to deduce the cross section from the observed yield, the geometrical
acceptance was calculated by a Monte-Carlo simulation.

B. Beam and Target

   The 13-GeVlc circulating protons of the KEK proton-synchrotron were extracted
by the resonant extraction system and then directed to the EP2 beam line through
a three-way beam splitting system consisting of a static septum and a Lambertson
magnet. The EP2 beam was splitted into three beam; EP2-A, EP2-B and EP2-C.
The target was located downstream of EP2-B beam line. The beam heighS at the
target position was 50 cm down from the level of circulating and extracted proton
beams in order to reduce contamination associated witli the beam halo.
   A bearn of intensity 1N3Å~10iO protons per pL}lse and of spill time 300msec
was incident on the Be-target. The beam intensity was rnonitored by two secondary
emission chambers (SEC), each located at 15 m upstream and 7 m downstream of the
target. The numbers of incident protons on the target was monitored by a target-
monitor; a scintillation counter telescope, placed at 900 with respect to the incident
proton at 1.5 m from the target.
   The horizontal and vertical sizes ofthe beam spot were monitored by a segmented
wire ionization chamber (SWIC) placed at O.5 m upstream of the target, where the
beam size was 4 mm Å~ 6 mm (FWHM) on the average.
   The Be-target consisted of five pieces of segment; each segment was 12-mm
wide, 40-rem high aBd l.2-mm thick, and the total thickness was 6mm. In order
to reduce the external conversion of the 7-rays and the multiple Coulomb scattering,
the target was egclosed in a helium box which was extended to the front of the first

detector. The target, mounted on the movable stage, could be remotely positioned.
In order to centre the incident proton beam on the target, the ratios of the target-
monitor rate and of the coincidence rate of each arm to tlae SEC rate were measured
as a functioia of the vertical aRd liorizontal positions of the target.
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C. Spectrometer

C-1. General

   A double arm magnetic spectrometer has been built for the present experiment.
The spectrometer consisted of two identical arms, each positioned at the same angle
of210 with respect to the beam, correspoRdifig to e cmtt900 in the proton-nucleen
centre of mass system. Each arm of the spectrometer was compqsed of an analysing
magnet, nine multi-wire propotional chambers (MWPC), two threshold-type gas
vCerenkov counters (GC), a sampling shower counter (SSC) and three scintillation

counters. Tlie schematic view of the spectrometer is shown in Fig. II-2.
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Fig. II-2 Schematic view ofcounter experimental setup.

   The analysing magnet was a rectangular type dipole magnet with maximum field
strength of 10 KG and the particle was beRt vertically. The magnet was originally
ene of the standard beam line magnets at KEK and modified as the spectrometer
magnet by removing a cottple of coils to widen the aparture. The aparture was
100-mrr} wide, 400-rnm high and 1.2-m long. Tlae angular acceptance of each arm
was Å}3.0e vertically and Å}O.50 horizontally.

   As described before, no detector was placed upstream of the magRet and all the
detectors were placed downstream of the magnet. Multi-wire proportional chambers
were used to deterrr}ine the outgoing trajectory of the secondary particles. The
master trigger signals were generated by the coincidence of all the scintillation counters
          vand the gas Cerenkev counters.
   The timing signals, the pulse heights of each of the scintillation counters, of the
    Ygas Cerenkov counters, and the pulse heights of the shower counters together with
the MWPC signals were recorded by a computer via CAMAC system and wirtten
        'on magnetlc tapes,
   The momentum resolution Aplp was typically 20/. and the rnass resolutien km/m
was 40/. on the average. in the following subsection, the elements of the spectrometer
will be described in detail.
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C-2. Magnet
    A window-frame type dipole magnet was used as an analysing magnet for the
present experiment. The magnet was a standard elerr}eltt of KEK designed for the
primary bearn line, called 4D224 type. In order to convert the magnet to the spec-
trometer fnagnet, we removed a cottple of coils from the magRet to wideR the accept-
ance. The resulting apartgre of the magnet was 100-mrn wide, 400-mm high and
1.2-m long. As a result of removing the coils, the maximum field strength was reduced
to about halfofthe original 4D224 magnet; to 10 KG at maximum. However, it was
still suMcient since the magnet was operated at 4KG and 9KG during the
experimentalr uns.
   The result of magnetic field measurement is shown in Fig. II-3. The magnetic
field was fReasured by using a Hall element by a stand-alone CAMAC system. The
rReasured values of the magnetic field were fiRally dumped to MT for tlte later analysis.
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  Fig. Il-3 Field distribution of4D224 magnet.

C-3. Multi-wirePrepotionalChambers

    In order to determine the trajectories of the secondary particles, it is necessary

to measure the positions where the particles were passed through. We have used
multi-wire preportional chambers (MWPC) to measure those positions; nine chambess
were placed behind tke magitet, four H-chambers (HlNH4), four V-chambers (Vl tv
V4) and one U-chamber at each arm of tbe spectrometer. The H-chamber had the
vertical sense wire plane to read out the horizontal coordiRate, the V-chamber had the
horizontal sense wire plane to read out the yertical coordinate, and the U-chamber
had the wire plape rotated 200 with respect to the horizontal coordinate in order to
reject the spuriousi multi-tracks.

   We built four types of chambers of different sizes for this experiment; A, B, C
and D-type chambers, and the B-type was used for the V-chamber, the C-type for the
U-chamber and the D-type for the H-chamber. The frame size, the effective area and
the other parameters of these chambers are shown in Table II-1.
   The frame of MWPC was made of aR epoxy glass plate. The Au-coated tungsten
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Table Il-1. Sizes of MWPC's and counters.

MWPC

TYPE USAGE EFFECTIYE AREA SPACE NUMBER OFWIDTHxLBNGTK RESOLUTION CHANNELS
's

VU.

256 Å~ 160

512xl60
384 Å~ 400

128 Å~ 540

l 64
l28
96
32

UNIT: mm

COUNTERS
NAME SIZE

Width (mm) Height (mm) Thickness (mm)

ig, 94
112
120

380
500
400

2 2 3

wires of 2e-ptm in diameter were used as the anode wires, aRd tlae copper-beryliium
wires of 50-ptm in diaftaeter were used as cathode wires. The spacing of the sense
wires was 2-mm and tke read out spacing of them was 4-mm, respectively. The space
resolution of MWPC was Å}4 mm on the average.
   We used the LeCroy PCOS-II system as the read out system of MWPC. The
system considted of 27eO coRtrollers and 7700 chamber cards. Each chamber card
contained amplifiers, discriminaters, delays and shift-registers for 32 channels. The

card was mounted on the chamber directly. The signals were read out from the one
side or from the both sides of the chambers. The chamber cards were connected
serially with a flat-cable to the controller, and the wire-informatiogs in the shift-
registers were traRsferred to the controller serially. The block-diagram of PCOS-II
system is shown in Fig. II-4.

   The gas used in MWPC's was mixture of argon, isobutane and freon with methyral
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vapor. The detectiofi eMciencies of these chambers were approxiinately 950/, with
with the high voltage of 4.1 KV,

         vC-4. Gas Cerenkev counteri5)

                        v   Tke threshold-type gas Cerenkov counters were desgned and built to identify
electrons or positrons in the hadronic backgrouiid. The plan view of these couRSers
                                 vis shown in Fig. IF5. We used two gas Cerenkov counters (C2 aBd C3) in each arm.
These cotmters were placed at the spectrometer as shown iR Fig. II-2.
                                                             V   EIectrons which pass tkro"gk the radiator in the counter and emit Cerenkov
                 vlight. The emitted Cerenkov light was refiected by an aluminium coated spherical
inirror by about l30 and collected to an RCA 8854 photomultiplier akd gave an
electrical signal.

   Freon-12 gas was used as the radiator at the pressure of i.1 atm ancl the temper-
aturecti20eC which gave the thresbold value 2.8 GeVlc for pion. The detection
efflcieBcies of these counters were 970/, on the average.
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'

Fig. II-5 A construction of gas Cerenkov counter.

C-5. Sampling Shower Ceunteri5)

    The sampling shower counters (SSC) were used for ft}rtker electi"on identification
and hadron rejection, The SSC was placed at the end of each arm of the spectrometer
as shown in Fig. II-2.

    Each shower cot}nter coRsisted of three moduies aRd was ef 8.5 radiation length
in tetal. One module had the seven layers of lead converters and the seven layers of
scintillators, having a cross section of 20Å~50 mm2 and 2.83 radiation lengths. Each

module was viewed by two HTV R329 photomultipliers. The schenaatic view of one
module of SSC is showi2 in Fig. II-6.
   Tlae pulse keights of SSC were analysed with the aRalogue to digital converters

(ADC) and were stored in MT through the CAMAC system. The data of shower
counters were only used for the off-line analysis.

   The eRergy resolution was generally expressed as AE!E=32.51 E(6eV)O/. on
the average. The hadren rejectioR factor of about le5 was achieved by using the
                             vpresent system consisted of two gas Cerenkov counters and the SSC.
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C-6. Trigger Counter.4"d Trigger ELogic

   Three scintillation counters (Sl, S3 and S4) were used as the trigger counters.
These counters were placed at tke spectrometer as shown in Fig. II-2. As stated
before, all these cotmters were placed behind the magnet in order to reduce the acci-
dental rate aAd to ensure the high eMciency for the pair-trigger rate. The sizes of these

scintillators are listed in Table II-1.

   Tke trigger signal was geRerated according to the trigger logic as shown in Fig.
II-7. The signal called "n"-signal was generate(l by the coincidence of scintillation
counters; Sl, S3 and S4, as defined in the following;

          "n"-sigfial =:S1 • S3 • S4.

                                                     vThe coincidence between "z"-signal and the signals of two gas CereRkov counters,
C2, and C3, was required to generate the "e"-signal, as defined in the following;

          "e"-signal=:S.1•S3•S4•C2•C3.

The shewer counter signal was not included in the master coincidence but latched in
the register to give the puise height information.

    The two arm coiRcidence sigital called "e+e""-sigual was generatgd by the coin-
cidence between left and right arms as defined in the following;

          "e"e-"-signal = ("e"-signal in Ieft) • ("e"-signal in right) .

The "e+e-"-signal was used as the master signal to store all the informations into the
computer and inhibited the fast logic for a period of 3 msec at most until these were
stored.

    Although the reate of the "e"-signals was fairly high, the rate of the "e"e"-"-
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signal was only about e.l events per burst. Therefore, in order to collect the data on
single electron production simultaneously without loosing the cellection eMciency of
the electron-pair events, about five of the "e"-sigmals per arm were sampled during
one pulse and added to the master signal.
   The counts of inhibited "e"em" events and of inhibited "e" events indicate the
number of stored data of electron-pair event and that of single-electron event at one

arm, respectively. The counts of noR-inhibited "e"e-" events and of non-inhibited
"e" events indicate the number of events of pair and of single electron at one arm and
registered in the scalers, respectively. Clrhese data were used to correct the stored
data due to the dead time losses. Tlie accidental coincidence for "e'e-", "e", "n"-
signals were also stored in the scalers to monitor the rufining condition.

D. DataAequistion

   The fiow chart of data taking is shown in Fig. II-8. When the trigger signal
was generated, the master coineidence was inhibited for a period of 3 msec at most
until all the inforraations were stored in the computer, as described before. The master

signal gated the chamber cards of PCOS-II system, and the position informations
were stored in the shift-register, then the informations were read out with the con-
toroller serially. The master signal also gated the analogtte to digital converters
(ADC) and was used as the start pulse of the time to digital conyerters (TDC).

   The informations, for example, the pulse heights and the tlming signals of the
                           vscintillation counters aRd the gas Cerenkov ceunters, the pulse heights of SSC, the
bit stauts of classifying the event, and the information of MWPC were stored in the

computer, NOVA model el, through the CAMAC system.
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   The bit information of the coincidence register was used to classify the event
type; whether the data were from the Ieft or right arm, and of single-pardcle event or

pair event. The data format of "event data" are shown in Table II-2. Atthe end of
the beam spill, those data were dumped onto MT together with the "burst data",
which contained the single counts of each comiters, the beam intensky, the counts of
target-monitor and other scaler data.
   Variogs types of on-line display programs were employed to monitor the operation
of the apparatus and are also shown iR Table II-2. The on-line monitoring of the
data taking was done by sampling the data,.iR the event buffer. The histgram of interst
cot}ld be displayed on the storage scope by calling the specified task from the disc.

   The number of words per event depended on the mt}ltiplicity of MWPC data and
its maximum nurrtber was truncated at 80 words. We discarded tlte data of over
80 words, as these were not possible to analyse and reconstruct trajectories.

   The usable beam intensity was limited by the countiRg rate of the upstream
trigger counter Sl. The measurements were carried out by varying the beam intensity
of the primary beam. The intensity of l ev 3 Å~ 10iO protons per puise gave the cot}nting

rate ofthe Sl-counter abottt 1 MHz. A typical event rate oftwo arm coincidence was
e.3 sec-i with the intensity of2 Å~ IOiO protons per puise and the trigger rate of single-•

arm event was about 5 events at each arm per ptilse because of tlie sampliitg trigger.
    During the data taking, the beam eondition was nionitored by severa! informations
such as the beam profile by SWIC, the shape of the beam spill and the ratios of the

counting rate between two SEC's and between downstream SEC and the target
momtor.
   To avoid systematic errors, half of the data was taken at -each polarity setting of
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Table II-2. Read-in data forraat and CRT monitor.

DATA FORATIEVENT/ARM
Run No.
Event No.
Run Parameters

ADC
ssc
TDC
Coin. Reg.

MWPC
S?ARE

  1 word
  1
  8 words
  8
 l2
  8
  1
$40
  1

TOTAL  K80 words
(1 word==16 bits)

CRT - Monitoring

3MWPC position distribution
ADC, SSC aRd TDC distribution
MWPC eMciency display
Scaler counts display

Event picture

the magnet. The magnetic field were chosen to be 4 KG and 9 KG, and these covered
the ranges of electron-pair mass from O.3 to O.9 GeV, aiad from 06. to l.3 GeV, re-
spectively. Total incident protons on the target amounted to 2.6Å~10i5 and 2.7Å~
IOi5 at 4 KG and 9 KG magnet settings, respectively.

III. DataReduction

A. General

    The data stored in magnetic tapes (MT) were analysed by using the KEK central
computer HITAC 8800.
    As described before, the data taking was carried out in botk the siRgle particle
trigger conditiens and the pair trigger conditions, simultaReously. Therefore, the
data in MT includecl both the single-arm-eveRt data and the pair-event data. Because
tke most of the data in MT were those of single-arm events, only the pair-event data
were selected and written on the pair data tapes (PDT) run by ruR. Scaler data were
transferred onto PDT at the end of each run. As a result, about 20e MT's were
reduced te 4 PDT's.
   The particle trajectories of each event were recoitstructed from the position in-
formatien of MWPC and the momentum of the particle was calculated frorn this
tfajectories together with the field strength of the magnet.

   Many criteria were imposed on the proced"re of selecting genuine pair events
from the recofistructed events. The cuts were applied on the distribution of the
time differei?ce (TOF) between left and right arms, the energy to momentuin ratio
(E/p) fer the shower counter data, the horizontal vertex point at the target, and the
vertical position of the trajectory in the magnet.

   About 3.0 and 1.0Å~ 103 events of raw data fer 4 KG and 9 KG settings were re-
duced to 7e and 20 events through the data reduction, resspectively.
   The invariant mass of electron-positron pair was calculated for the event selected
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by criteria listed above. The accidental backgrounds of two arm coincidence were
estimated from the TOF spectrum betweeR two arms, and were subtracted.
   The geometrical mass acceptance of the spectrometer was calculated by a MonÅíe-
Carlo simulation which traced charged particles throagh the spectrometer. The
multiple Coulomb scattering ef the particles was included in this simulatien.

    The cross section d2fffdmdy (per micleon) at y =O versus electron pair mass was
derived from the corrected yield data by combining them with tke geometrical ixtass

acceptance.
    Some of the above processes are described below iR detail.

B. DataProcessing

    Since no detecter was used at the upstream of the magnet as described before,
the particle trajectory was reconstructed usiRg the positioii igformations of MWPC
placed at the (lownstream of the magRet.

    Tlie horizoiatal and yertical components of the trajectory were reconstructed
separately by a straight line fit from each of four Iayers of MWPC (HitvH4, and
Vl rvV4, respectively). If aiay of the horizontal or vertical coinponent could not be
reconstructed, such an event was discarded.
    If several trajetories could be reconstructed from the data of MWPC's Hi and Vi,
the deviation from the position of U-chamber, whose axis was retated 200 with respect

to the horizontal axis, was examined and the best one was adopted. For the events
in which the deviatioR of the U-chamber position was too large or no tracks in the
U-chamber, the best fitted tracks on both the horizontal and the vertical planes were
chosen to be as the best futed particle trajectory.

    The left and right arm data of the two arna coincidence event were reconstructed
by using tke same track-reconstruction program. If the track in aRy ene of each arm
could not be reconstracted, such an event was of course discarded. The recon-
struction eMciency of pair--event amounted to 62.50/. in total.

    The momentum of the particle detected at each arm was calculated from the
best track selected by criteria described above.

    We t}sed only the vertical component of trajectory, because the error caused by
neglecting the horizoiital component is negligible for the momentum determination
of the present experimeiit as tke horizontal displacement is negligibly small comparing

with the path Iength oftrack. Wc assumed that the particle was produced at the centre
of the target because there was no detector before the magiaet, and also assumed a
hard edge magnetic field. The assumption ofa hard edge magiietic field was justified
by the measured rnagnetic field as shown in Fig. II-3.

    The calculation of the momentum was done as described in the following; 1)
the whole particle trajectory starting from tlae centre of the target to the straight line

behind the inagnet through the dipole magnct was reconstructed, 2) the value of
mopaentum was computed by using the entrance and exit angles of the trajectory and
the field strength of the magnet, according to the following equations;

                     L          sin ct+sin fi- p ,

          p me o.e3 •B•p,

where p :inomentumofparticle,
       L== length of field section,
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       ct == entrance angle,

       6 = exit angle,

      B =field strength.
   Tke procedt}res of selecting the genuine pairs from the reconstructed events were
performed as follows, appling the cuts on the various quantities as mentioned before.

1) the time difference between left and right arms
   Typicai time difference distribatioR between two arms is shown in Fig. III-1. It
shows the clear peak of the real electron-positron pairs over the accidental back-
ground distribution. The events under the peak were selected.
2) the energy to momentum ratio for the shower counter data
   The energy to mornentum ratio (Elp) was calculated by combinjng the energy of
the particle obtained from the pulse height iRformation of a shower counter and the
momentum obtained from the magnetic spectrometer for each arm. Typical dis-
tributions of ' Elp, two-dimensional plot and one-dimensional histograms for both
arms, are shown in Fig. I{I-2 and Fig. HI-3, respectively. The event around unity
of the value of Elp is that of electron-event. We selected th.e event wliich gave large

E!p in the both arms.
3) the horizontal vertex point at the target
   The target point distribution obtained from the extrapolation of the hoi'izontal
component of the trajectory was examined. Typical distributions of the target point
at both arfns are shown in Fig. III-4. The extrapolated track to target position was

required to be in the target region. The events produced from the outside of this
area were discarded and such backgrounds were mainly due to the electrons converted,
scattered or produced from the magnet wall.
4) the vertical position of the trajectories in the magnet

   The point of intersection of upstream and downstream tracks was also examined.
The vertical components of the trajectories both in front of and behind the magnet
were extrapolated into the region of the magnetic field. The poiRt of intersection
between these two extrapolated tracks must be in the vertical acceptance of the magnet.
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Typical distributions of these quantities at both arms are shown in Fig. III-5. The
events of which intersection point iaid outside of this area were also dicarded with the

same reason described above.
    The invariant mass was computed for this selected eyent in the following,

          in2 == 2PL • PR(1 - cos eLR) ,

where m=invariant mass of electron-positrofi pair,
       PL= raoinentum of electron or positroR in the left arm,
       PR :momentum of electron or positron in the rjght arm,
      eLR=:opening angle between tlie produced electron and positron.
    Tbe events caused from the accidental coincidence between two arn]s were still
included in the selected events as is seeR in Fig. III-1. Therefore, the invariant
mass distributions of the backgound events were evaluated. The events outside of the

peak in the time difference spectrum were arised from the accidental events. The
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ACC!PENTAL SUBTRACTION

Tine difference

 LS4 - RSt,

a) Accidental yieid ( YB )

  in the follouSng eguatieu

            Y: +        YB=              2

was estingted

;

 Y,

b) Real eiaetron patr )'ieid ( YS ) was estituated

  in the follewtng efiuation.;

          Ys=Y- \B
Fig. III-6 AccideRtal background subtraction.

events on the both side of the peak region, Yi and Y2, as is shown in Fig. III-6 were

also analysed and thek' invariant mass was compnted by the same process described
above. The yield caused from the accidental two arm coincidence (YB) was estimated
with the following realtion,

          y. :rm,ltl/t-i--]Y-?-•

   These accidental yield was subtacted, and finally the yield of the genuiiae electron-

positron pair eveRts were reduce(l. Furtbermore, the yied were corrected for the
dead time losses, the counter eMciency, recoRstruction eMciency and cut eMciencies.
The dead time losses were estimated to be 50/, on the average by using the scaler data
described iR Sec. IIC-6. The loss of the counter eMcieRcy was mainly due to the inef-
                vficiencies of the gas Cerenkov counters, which were 30/. on the average as decribed in
Sec IIC-4. The recoRstruction eMciei3cy was 62.5"/, in total as decribed in this section.

The correction factor due to the TOF cut were estimated by fitting the TOF dis-
tribution by the Gaussian pius polynomial curves, and amounted to 93.80/, in total.
The Elp distribution was also fitted by the Gaussian plus exponential cttves for each

arrn. The correctioR factors due to this origin for the Ieft and right arms were
estimated to be 90.80/. and 93.20/, in total, respectively.

   The cross section was obtained from these corrected yield. The mass distributions
of electron-pairs for 4 KG and 9 KG magnet settings were shown in Fig, III-7.

C. Monte-CarleSimulation

   The geometrical mass acceptance was computed by a Monte-Carlo simulation by
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Fig. III-7 Mass distributions of raw events for 4 KG and 9 KG magnet settings.

tracing the trajectiries of tlae charged particles through the spectrometer.

    An electron pair was generated by using the following assumptions, 1) a particle
with mass (m), which was called "dilepton", was generaged in the target with the
following transverse momentum (pT) dependence8>;

             d3ff                 sexp (-b•pT),           E             dp3

and with the uniform distri'bution for the rapidity (y), and for the production angle

(ip) in proton-nucleon centre of mass system, 2) This dilepton was decayed into
electrolt pair jsotropically in the rest frame of dilepton.

    These geRerated e}ectron and positron were traced tkrough the spectrometer, where
the multiple scattering due to all the materials iR the spectrometer were taken into

account and the hard edge magnetic field was assumed again. This simulation was
done for both 4 KG and 9 KG rnagnet settings.
    The geometrical mass acceptance and tke y-acceptance of the present spectrometer
are shown in Fig. III-8 and Fig. III-9, respectively. Since the present data were
distributed at y =OÅ}O.e5, the present measurements were performed arround the
region ofy :O.
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D. Calculatien Cross Sectien

   The differential cross section d26!dmdy (per micleon) at yfblO was deduced from
the corrected yield and the geometrical mass acceptance by using the followiltg formula,

           d2ff 1 A i A]Er                min- i - } mm"N          dmd.v INApl A213 A(m,y) Anzdiy'
where

   Losses due to
i3eglected.

sumed. This is justified f

 /i :atomic weight of Be=:9.01,
  p == density of Be : l .848 gram!cm,

  l= target length :6 mm,
NA =Avogadro's number,

  I == tota} mzzmber of protons incident on the target,

A(n•i, y) :geometricai acceptance,

  Y =corrected yield.

     nuclear absorptiofi within the target amounted to O.80/. and were
To obtaiia the cross section per nucleon, the A2/3-depeRdence was as-
   ' or low mass pair production8).

IV. Results and Biscussions

A. ExperimentaEResults

   In Table IV-1 we present tke observed cross sections per nL}cleon versus electron
pair mass obtained by the present experimefit for the reaction,

         p-1- Be-e"e- +X (IV-O,
at the incident proton momentum of 13 6eV/c. The cross sections are also shown in
Fig. IV-1. The errors presented here include only the statistical errors. The stati-
stical errors of the Monte-Carlo simula'tion were Iess than 40/. at maximum and were
negligibly small coinpared with tkose of the observed data. The systematic error was
mainly due to that of the incident proton number measured by the secondary emission
chamber (SEC). SEC was calibrated by the current transformer (CT) at the fast-
extracted beam line of the KEK proton synchrotron. The error of SEC was th200/.
at maximum. Therefore, the differeRtial cross section of the present experiment con-
tains Å}200/, systematic error fer the absolute normalization.

   Dalitz pairs from ijOe7e+e- and toO-xOe+e- might contribute to iow mass
electr,on pairs at masses below pO and tuO. We exarnined these contiibutions by a
Monte--Carlo simulatioR for the present experimental configuration. The results
indicate that the above contributions were Iess than 10/. of the observed yield at maxF

mum and these were negligibly small, unlike the Åëase for an experiment with wider

acceptance.
   : he present results cover the electron pair mass region of O.3 :{; m,+,- S 1.3 GeV
and the rapidity arround y :O.

   The mass spectrum d2gldmdy (per nucleon) at y=:e consists of the centimium
part and' the peak around 775 MeV which is due to pO(caO)---"Fe"e-.

   The differential cross section of the inclusive pO production was computed from
the present data. The result was given by

            da                  ct (4.02 Å}O. I2) Å~ 10m5 mblnucleon,          B            dy y-o
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Table IV-1. Cross section of the reaction (IV-1).

 Cross section of tlie reaction; p+Be->e+e"- +Å~

   d2a -O.05syrm<O,05
  amdy v=o vy..s.12cev
(The unit of the cross sections==rnblGeV!nucleon)

4 KG

MeÅÄe- (GeV) d2a
dmd7

i

v=o

O.325Å}O.025
O.375
O.425
O.475
e.525
O.575
O.725
O.775
O.825

80.71 Å}39.65 Å~ 10-4

24.85Å}13.81
 8.47th 5.97
 l.80Å} 2.46
 2.58,i, l.73

 2.12Å} l.84
 2.37ti, l.40

 2.81th l.76
 O.74Å} 1.e4

9 KG

tn.+,- (GeV) daa
dmdy y=o

O.85thO.05
O.95

1.05

L15
1.25

95.86Å}46.15Å~1O-6
47.00th30.86
 7.02Å} 9.15
 8.17Å} 7.45
 3.08th 4.98
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FIg. IV-l Cross section for the reaction (IV-1) versus electron pair mass. de and 6

                                                 l]represent the data obtained wlth the 4 KG and 9 KG settings, respectively.

where B is the branching ratio ii#o e

a bubble chamber experiment with
obtained,

"erm . The iftclusive pO production was studied in
 proton-proton collision at 12 GeVlci6). They
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           dD                 cr i mb.
           dy y=o

Using the yalue of the Particle Data Groupi7) for B(pO-e"e-), which is (4.3Å}O.5) Å~
10-S, this gives

            dff                   c= 4.3 Å~ 10m5 mb.          B            d.v y==e

This value is consistent with the present result.

B. Discussiens en Continuum

B-1. Dre}l-YanModel
    As described in Chapter I, the Drell-Yan type quak-parton annihilation models5)
well predict the high inass (m }l 4 Gev) di}epton coRtiRuum. flowever in the low inass
region (in S4 Gev), tlae predicted cross sections differ from the observed cross sections

by a factor of 5 to 10 for inuon pairs.

   The Drell-Yan cross section giyen by Eq. (I-4) can be expressed explcitly by the
foilowing equationi2},

          m3 dd.'day ,.,== c.,(1 -•vn,uak )iO av-2),

with CDy=1.3Å~le-5mb•Gev2. The power 10 in Eq. (IV-2) is arised from dimen-
sional arguments of partoR distributions, aRd the nermalization factor CDy is
determined from the experimental results on deep inelastic lepton--nucleon scattering.
   In Fig. IV-2, the Drell-Yan prediction caiculated from Eq. (IV-2) is illustrated
with the present results. The present results indicate that the yield of low mass
electron pairs is about one order ef magnitude greater than that of the Drell-Yan
process as same as the low mass muon pairs. This fact suggests that the low mass
continuum is originatecl from diffent mechanism.
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]B-2. Models fer Low Mass Continuum

   In order to over come the diMculties at low mass region, Bjorken and Weisbergie)
modified the Drell-Yan mechanism for the low mass region by introducing the many
"wee" partons aRd antipartons "produced" in the co}lision process. These partons
and antipartons reannihilate into Ieptons before the products of collisioR emerge.
They showed qualitatively that this modification gave the larger cross sections than
the original Drell-Yan mechanism.
    v   CemY et al.ii) proposed that dileptons produced in hadron-hadron collisions
consist of two compenents. In addition to the Drell-Yan process, they added the
process of annihilations of quark-antiquark palrs created dtiring the collision, which
is responsible to productien oflow mass dileptons. These quarks (q's) and antiquarks
(g-'s) are created druing the space-time evolusion of the collision, and G's and rl's in

different rapidity regions are created in different time. This constraint suppresses
annihilations of G and q- separated by a large rapidity gap and leads to the production

of low mass dileptons.

   In the calculations of the yield of the Drell-Yan component and the added lew
mass component, the finite mass and trafisverse momenta of q's and q-'s are taken
into account. The distibutions of quarks created during the collision are obtained
basing on their Monte-Carlo quark-parton model of multiple production.
   Their results of dirnuon rnass spectrum can reprod"ce well the Chicago-Princeton
II8) data of tbe low mass spectrum for the reaction at 150 GeV/c. Their low mass
coinponent is much larger than the Drell-Yan componeRt.
    v   CernY et al.i8) have calculated the yield of electron pairs under the presetn ex-
perimeRtal condition by the Monte-Carlo simulation. The preliminary results are
shown in Fig. IV-3 aRd Fig. IV-4 together with the present results. The histgram
in Fig, IV-3 are obtained with the quark mass of O.Ol, O.Ol, and O.15 GeV for u, d,
and s quarks, respectively. In Fig. IV-4, the qt}ark masses are fixed at O.1, e.1, and

O.25 GeV.
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   This model can explain the copious productioR of low mass electron pairs found
in the present experiment. However, the calculation should be extend to high mass
region above 1 GeV to confirm the validity of this model.
   Kinoshita et al.i2) proposed the hadronlike model for diiepton production in
hadron-hadron collisiens. In this model, they assumed that the functional behavior
of the transverse- and }ongitudinal-momenturR spectra of virtual photons, their
dependeRces on the incldent energy, all the relevant parameters of these distributions,

are the same as low-pff• hadron physics.

   They formulate the yield of the dilepton mass continuum from their hadronlike
model as the following equation,

         g(l.)'dd.2dffy ,=,me(i-vtk)' (IV-3)•

To specify the function g(m) in Eq. ({V-3), they introduce a power ansatz, g(m) rv m-P,

which contains the free parameter B. They determine the absolute normalization aiad
mass dependence from the experimental results of the dimuon production by the
Chicago-Princetonll collaboration. However, the CP-II experiment was not
performed at y=O. Therefore, their carbon data taken at xF2:O.i are extrapolated
to y=e in Åíheir analysis. The following parameter for g(m) were determined by this
analysis,

          g(M)=Åíils, with C=1Å~lo-3.mb•Gev4.

                                       '
   This formula gives about ten times larger cross sections, when we compare with
the present results on production of the low mass electrolt pairs, as is shown in Fig.

IV-5. Furthermore, the predicted mass spectrum has rather steep mass dependence
than the experimental results.
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   Kinoshitai9) has suggested that in the lower mass regien mm4 behavior seems to
be appropriate rather than original mm5 behavior of g(m). Then we compare the
present results with the following formula,

         m`-ffd,L72idffwwy ,-,==C(l-vnptZs)7 (Iv-4).

Fig. IV-6 shows the comparison of the present results with the prediction. rlrhe best
fit is obtained by choosing C te be 5 Å~ 10-5 mb • GeV3.

   Adachi and Yotsuyanagii3) have also developed two-component model for
dilepton production in hadron-hadron cellisioBs. They coRsidei` the model which
unifies two different mechanisms: the Drell-Yan process and the process proposed by
Bjorken and Weisberg. They try to unify these two different inechaRisms by selving
the equation of evolution of probability distribution with the time evolution of col-
lision process.

    Immediately after hadronic collisions occured, a hoÅí matter ca}led hadronic
matter, is created at a thermal unstable state and alsmost no hadroiis are yet created.

In this stage, high-pT hadrons afid high mass virtual photons are created by "hard"
interaction of constituents with momenta almost the same as those of incident hadrons.
Free constituei3t picture is ]ikely to be good for tlais process. [lrhen at the time after

interactions have been transmitted to the extent of hadron size, hadroiiic matter
expands and is cooled aRd then is to be a thermai stable staÅíe by weekeiaing the in•-
teraction witk each other. Mafiy hadrons are produced. Low-pT liadrons and low
mass virtual photons are created by "soft" inÅíeractions of constituents produced in
tlae coliisiofi process. The dynamics described by hadrokic or therinodynamic picture

is seemed to be dominated in this stage.
    As described before, these authers are tryiiig to unify these two diffent mechaltisms

by using Boltzman's equation of ti.me-evoigtion. The predictions based on their
model reproduce the dilepton mass contint}um of the Chicago-Princeton II8) and the
Colombia-Fermilab-Storny brook7) experiraeRt fairly weli.

    Adachi and Yetsuyanagi20) have calculated the electron pair mass continuum
for the preseRt experimental condition. The preliminary result of their calculation is
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Fig. IV-7 Preliminary calculatioR by Adachi and Yotsuyanagi.
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shown iB Fig. IV-7 together with the present results. The calculated value shows
rather fiat dependence on the pair mass and smaller than the present resuks.

B-3. CommentoRBremsstrahluMgMeehanism
   The origln of dilepton is a virtual photon which converts in to a lepton pair.
There is a possibility that virtua} photons are created by bremsstrahluRg from charged
constituents dgring the collisions beside an annihilation mechanism.

   However, the real photons associated with the bremsstrahlung meckanism.
Furthermore, the bremsstrahltmg mechanism implies a di}epton mass distribution
to be dffldmtvl!tn for small in. A number of leptons must be proportional to
log(m..,lmi). The elLL ratio wouid then beNlog(m.,,lm,)11og(m.,.lm.). For
Mnia,S1 GeV, we shot}ld have el#kiog l0311og le :3.
   As described before, the present experimeBtal results show the electron pair mass
distribution are proportional to ram4, aRd is incosis`tent with the bremsstrahlung

mechanism.

V. CoftelusieRs

   The mass distributioR of the electron pair production in proton-nucleus collisions
was obtaiAed iR the mass region between O.3 aitd 1.3 GeV at y=:O with the incident

momeRtum of 13 GeV/c.
   The present results iitdicate that the yield of low mass electron pair is more copious

than the due to Dreii-Yan process, suggesting that the low mass continuum is ori-
ginated ft-ona different mechnisras.

   The m-4 bel3avior o.f hadroR-like model formulated by Eq. (IV-4) reproduces the
mass distributioft of the preseBt resuits. This suggests that the "seft annihilation"

mechanism is a dominant source of copious yield of low mass lepton pajrs produced
in hadron-hadron collisions. The virtual photon bremsstrahlung rnechanism seems
to be diMcult to explain the results.

   There remains still quagtitative uncertainties in both theoretical and experimental

analyses. To distinguish the possible mechanisms for low mass continuum, rnore
precise data on s-dependence, pT-dependence, xrdependence, pt-e difference and
others are required.
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